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In “The Slimmest Geometric Lattices” (Trans. Amer. Math. Sec.). Dowiing and Wilson 
showed that if G is 3 combinatorial geometry of rank t(G) = r and nullity n(G) = n. and-If 
x(G)= zC~(o,X)h“‘~s)- x ( - 1)’ *&AL iS the characicristnc po?ynomiai of (3, then 
Thus y(G) 5 2” ‘(n f 2), where y(G) = x wk. in this paper we sharpen these lower bounds for 
connected geometries: if G is connected, r(G)d3, and vt(G)a 2 ({r, n)# (4.3)). then 
/pta(r- l)n; and y~(2“‘- 1)(2n t 2). These bounds are all achieved for the parallel 
connection of an r-point circuit and an (n +- I)-point line. If c is any series-paralfcl network, 
r(G) = r(e) = 4, and n(G) = r~(e) = 3 then (w, (G)):,,j 2 (w,(e)) = (8,20.18,7,1). Further, if p 
is the Crapo invariant, 
P(G) = p$p (I)/. 
then P(G) 3 maxfl, n - r + 2). This tower hound IS nchicved hv the parallel ccJnne+:tion of a line 
and a maximal size series-parallel network. 
The Whitnq numbers of 
charat%eristic polynomial 
the first kind are the coefficients which appear in the 
of $ combinatorial geometry G. Here p is the Mijbius function, the sum is taken 
over all elements of the geometric lattice of fiats of GT r(x) is the rank of the flat x. 
and r = r(G) is the rank of the entire geometry. Maay combinatorrial problems (for 
exlllmpk in the study of series-para’ltef networks, minors of binary transversal 
geomt=t&s, finite aRine geom(etrics, euclidean configurations which are hyperplane 
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separable, hyperplane arrangements, acyclic orientations of graphs, zonotopes, 
packing and coding theory, and chromatic theory and minimal flow calculations for 
graphs) could easily be solved if complete information about these numbers were 
known. The reader can find surveys of the applications (due to many authors) of 
Whitney numbers to these areas in [3] and 143. 
Inequalities atisfied by these coefficients appear in [7] and [9]. (The latter treats 
the specific case of graphical geometries; however. the results for the most part can 
be generalized to any characteristic polynomial.) 
Perhaps the most well-known conjecture concerning such coefficients is that they 
are unimodal and, in fact, logarithmically concave: 
. 
then for each i E f 1, r - I]? w: a wi-. I wj+;. This latter conjecture is true for binomial 
coefficients, <Stirling numbers of the first kind? <and Gaussian coefficients (where 
X(G) = fl:_+ (A - s’))* and in general for any supersolvable geometric lattice [8]. 
However, the general case remains unsolved. 
As an aid to solve this and other conjectures, attempts have been made to bound 
these numbers, especially among all combinatorial geometries with fixed rank (I) 
and cardinality (n + t). The upper bound for all k is achieved (21 for the truncated 
boolean algebras for which w& = (:I;), k :> C; w. = 1 *G (0, I)/ = 1 y I= (,+i?). The 
most general ower bound was found in fq and is achieved for the (matroid) direct 
sum of I - 2 isthmuses and an (n + 2)-point line. In this case, wk = (;)+ Itc;‘j. 
In this paper we sharpen these lower bounds for geometries which are connected 
(on the average doubling them). If a geometry G is not connected, so that its lattice 
is the Cartesian product of two other geometric lattices C, and Gzr then 
X(G) = ~((3, )I: Gt) = x(G,)x(Gt); and so questions like logarithmic oncavity may 
be answered when the result is known for connected geometries. 
Since x(G ; 1) = 0 (a consequence of the defining characteristic p (U, x) = 0 of 
the M6bius function and a generalization of the fact t’lhat no (nontrivial) graph can 
be one-coloredj, when we perform the change of variable I - A = z, then 
(-- Z)‘x(G; z) has no constant term. It is also true that (l/2)( - l)‘x(G; z) is a 
polynomial f(G) all of whose coeficients are nonnegative (positive for connected 
geometriesj: in fact they enumerate certain of the bases of G [2], It i?s this reduced 
characteristic polynomial and its associated reduced Whitwy ntrmbers (of the first 
kind), &4), which we study. Since (I + y)g(G; 1 + y)= x HI&, the logarithmic 
concavity of the sequencts (&) is a sufficient (bvt not necessary) COI! &ion for the 
bgari ihmic concavity of ( wk ). 
Amxiated invariants for which we gqiw lower bounds are the MBbius function of 
G: 1P i =R(G; 1)=+- lrx(G;O)= /~(0,1)1; the &invariant of f5]: 
F(G)= 6+,= f(G;O) = (- I)‘-’ ~~~ (I); 
and the y Gnvarian t : y(G)=2#(G;2)=C W, all of which have many applications 
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Extensive use will be made of the decomposition properties of these invariants 
[2] and also of the series and parallel connections of two geometries [I]. In the 
future we hope to present a general theory for connected geometries analogous to 
the theory for general matroids wherein the parallel connection will serve as the 
direct sum, circuits will take the place of boote;;n algebras, Jines will replace 
preboolean algebras, and f(G) will have properties analogous to those of x(G) in 
the general theory. In the following section we will list some preliminary facts which 
suggest this analogy. The question then arises: Is there a duality theory for 
geometries in which circuits are dual to lines and nullity is interchanged with 
dimension? 
Since this paper can be thought of as an extension of the result of (71 involving 
Whitney numbers of the first kind, it is natural to ask if a similar sharpening can be 
made in the connected case for Whitney numbers of the second kind (the 
coeRicients in Z A ‘(‘)-‘(‘) ). Although such an exploratkn would indeed be fruitful 
(e.g., to shed light on analogous properties such as logarithmic concavity for these 
sequences), the decomposition methods of this paper do not seem appticable. 
Another difference between these results and those of [7] is that examples which 
achieve many of these lower bounds are ncbt unique (nor are they exhaustively 
enumerated). 
2. Preliminary results 
The following definitions are further explained in [1] wnd [.?I where f(G) appears 
as 2 -ii(G) = f “t(G; z, 0). 
&&MUIB 2.1. A (cumbinaturial) geaimetrly G is a matroid with no loops or 
multiple points (i-e,, all of whose circuits have at least three points). It has a 
uniquely associated g~metn’c lattice L(G),of flats. The dimension of G, d(G) is 
one less than ias rank (height of L(G) or size of a ba&). Its nullir)v, n(G), is its 
cardinality, f G 1, minus its rank. Associated with G is its reduced characferistic 
p&wniul, #(G; L) = z(G) = c I&Z’ wfiich has the following defining properties: 
f(G) = 1 if / G I= 1; f(G) = z#(G - p) if 1 G / 3 1 and p E G is an isthaws (one I-_ - 
point bond), and i(G) = ;13(G - p) + fiG/p) otherwise. lin these formulas, G - p is 
the geometry obtained from G by defreting the point p @he geometry who!;e lattice 
of Bats is the supremum subsemilattice of L(G) generated by all points (atoms) of 
G except p)* and mp is the geometry whose geometric lattice is the interval [,P, 11 
in L[G]. 
Other related and much studied imrariants of G include the (urisigned) M%ius 
frtnclion of G9 /p(G)\ = ,$j(G; I)* Crapo’s &invatianr /3(G) = &, 2 (G) = f(G; 2), 
ax3d ttre &w=ra~#erWic polynomial x(G) = (- I)d’G’#(C; 1 - A)(A - I). 
A connected geometry is one with no nontrivial direct sum decomposition 
(B:quivaiently, one with a simple geomstrie lattice). Examples of connected 
g :amet ries include the 11~ -point circuit, Cd, the unique connected geometry of 
d mension d = m - 2 ‘~0 and nuflity one; and the p-paint line, L,,, the unique 
~~~rnet~ of nullity ot = p - 2 > 0 and &men&n one. Thkt!~ CL1 = Cl is a three-point 
li1te. 
The ~4zI~4zllei conn4ecfis n P = P(G, H) of two matrcjids G and N relative to their 
on :y conmore point, p, is ir geometry of dime:s2sic\n d (G) + d(H) and nullity 
n(G) + n(G). A closed set of P containing (respectively, not containing) p consists 
of the union of a eked set of G containing (respectiveiy, not containing) p with a 
closed set of H conriaining (respectively, not containing) p. The series con~cticrn S 
of G and N rtzlative to p is defined as P*(G*, H*) where G * is the matroid dual of 
G. A circuit of S containing p is the union of a circuit of G containing p and a 
circuit of H containing p. A circuit of S not containing p is either such a circuit of G 
or such a circuit of H. 
In the following we will write GN for the parable.. connection of G and H, We 
will often nlot specify at which point a series or parallel connection is formed, 
especially when G and H have transitive automorphism groups, or when such a 
cannectionl at any p&nt yie1d.s the same invariant. In this latter case, since, s;iy, GM 
wits not define a unique geometry, we refer to the class [CM] of all geometries 
isomorphic to any parallel connection of G and H. Thus [G ‘1 is the class of alJ 
(sequential) parallel lrzonnections of k ison:orphic copies of G, and G” is a single 
point. 
‘J%e proofs oi the I’ollowing dre routine and can be found in [l, 21. 
Pn3position 2.2. 
. 
(c) #(GH) = #(G)@); @(GH) -7 P(S(G, H)) = ##(G)jt#(H). 
(d) For UN geometries with .&men&n d a;rnd nui!ity n, I& = 1 aad I@+.~ = n. 
We remark that since @i a 0 aEd i& = 0 for all i < d - 1 precisely when G is the 
direct sum of a line and isthmuses, and since wi is a positive integral combination of 
the Gj 3, the ?ower bound in 17) is an immediate consequence of (2.2(d)) above. 
The following ix-operties of series and parafkl connections wit! atsa prave useful. 
c. If P = GH, then P is a geometry if and only if G and H are. 
d. If S =: S(G, H), then S is a georn~~ if and only if G and H are loopless 
matmids, each has no two-point circuits which do not contain p, and each has at most 
one two-point circuit which contains p. 
G+ If C; is cannected, theta G - p is sqaraable (i.e., not connected) if and only if G is -*- 
a series conFzectio,n relative to p ; and C/p is separable if and only if G is a parallel 
connecricrn relative to p (it is newel both ). 
Prtmk (a) and (e) are resufts in [I]. 
(b) is an argument in graph theory: if G is a series-paratlel graph (without 
multiple edges), 1 G f-2 1, then G must have a vertex v of degree two. Assume that 
its two incident’ edges are er and e2 where tl, is the other vertex of ei. The removal of 
v, el, and e2 results in another series-paral!ei graph uhose rank and nullity have 
each bec:n decreased by one. Further, if no ed,ge joins vl and vz, an edge e’ could be 
inserted resulting in a series-parallel graph of greater nullity than n(G) but equal 
dimension. In this case, G is the parallef connecticfn of G - (e,, e2} with {e’, eI, er} = 
Lr (a triangle). The result then foIJows by ilTductio.7 (starting with a single edge for 
which n = d = 0). 
(c) and (d) foliows from the chracterization of series and paraJleJ connection by 
their circuits and closed sets respectively (2.1). 
Note that fiL# ] contains many isomorphism classes since triangles may be 
successively jGzLG at any edge. A canonical geometry in [(L,)d] is when the 
connections ate all made at the same point, resuJting 3n the geometry of [6], in 
which case wt: refer to &t geometry (L,)“. 
3. Lawer bounds 
We now list the tower bounds for the i&ariants mentioned above, deferring the 
proofs to the following section. 
Theorem 3.1. Let 43 be a connected geometry of dimension d and nullity n, 
la. d = 0 lfurxciordyif n ==OknwhichcaseG *p,f(G)= 1 andx(G)= A - 1. 
Ib. ff d = 1, &en C ==L,,#(G)=z+n, andx(G)=h2~(n+2)A+n+1. 
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lc. If n = 1, then -G = Cd, s(G) = fd + P + l l l + z + 1, wi = (f:f) for i :>O, 
= d + 1, art&i y = 2d+2- 2. 
2. F~~alln~2andd~2;~d=1,~d-I=n,~d+l=I,~n~n+d+f,and~;I,~n 
for all i e [ 1, d - 1). 7% ese bounds are mhieved for the parallel connection of a 
(d + l)qmint cim& and (n + 1 )-point line : 
f(‘C,-&I) 
when G is a 
%?fk?.s-parakl network, e.g.+ 63 = (L$-‘Cd-n+l. 
3b. n 2., then ,/3 and this bound is 
of a series-parallel network a One, e.g., (LJd-’ LB .+ 
fn genera& p ~5: max( 1, n I). 
4a. If n) = (3,3), then 3 18, wI 3 20,p we zz 
are if if G E 
lf (d, n) 2 (2,2) but n) 
2 nd, and (Z!” (2n 2). These busmds are 
WC note that these lower bounds are certainly not 
8, and y a 54. These kwnds 
w+d+n 
all achieved fur Cd-tL,-r. 
achieved by unique geome- 
tries. For example, the bounds in (4b) are achieved for (d, n) = (2,s) by the 
geometry of the complete graph K+ and for (d, n) = (2,4) by the Fano plane, 
PG (2,2). 
4. Proofs 
(3.1). tines are the only geometries of dimension one, while the only geometries 
of nullity one are direct sums of isthmuses and a circuit. The proof then follows for 
i(G) from (2.2) and the other tvaluations from Section 1 and (2.1). 
(3.2). That @.d = 1 and &, = n is shown in f21. We wilt prove the remaining 
inequalities using the three cases of (2.3e) and induction on n + d. If both C - p 
and G/p are connected, then n(G -p)= nI(G)- 1, df@ -p) = 4 d(??$) = 
d(G)- 1, and n(G)an(G&)>O. Thus, using the recursion in (24, for a11 
i E[l,d - 11, @, = @3:-k %‘+(ns- 1) -t 1 where @i is the: coefkient of E’ in 
g CC - a) and @‘I is the coefficient of z* in R@$). 
ff G/p is not connected then G = G,G2, where each G, is connected and has 
nullity rti Z= 1 and dimension 4 2 1. Further nr + nl = tt and dl + dT = dc T&I 
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by (2.2~) where, by induction, ni., a n, for i > 0 and no,, 3 1 by [S] or (3.3). If d, B 2 
and dz * 2 a quick check verifies that all coefficients under consideration in thle 
product are either greater than )or equal to nl + n2 nr greater than nrn2 and in either 
case tiir, 2 n. If d = 1, then g(C) = (t + nr)(zd-’ -- ntzde2 t + l 9 + n,& + l l l + n,,,) 
again with no,;z :a 1 and ni 2 2 nz and aft coefIicicnts in the product are either greater 
than or equal 10 nl f ptz (if either ni = 1) or grea,ter than or equal to nan2 again 
verifyic;; (X). * 
If G - p is sepa*iable then G is a series connection. By (2.3d), the nullity of mp is 
at least n - I since its matroiQ nullity is n and at most one two-point circuit can be 
created by the ci>ntraction. Thus ,#?@ contributes at least n - 1 to @,. Assume 
G-p=Gt@Gt@** . @ GjA1 where each G, is connected. f(G$) has positive 
coefficients for every 2’ (k 6 d(GJ) (by induction and [S]) and g(G) = ti n,i(Gc) 
(2.1). Thus f(G - p) contributes at least 1 to 6, for all i 2 j. If j = 1, we are done; 
and if j > 1, then all circuits of G/p have at least three points and n(G/p) = n(G) 
so that in this case g(??@ contributes at least n to ~9,. One may easily check th:at 
C&L,_, guarantees that these inequalities are sharp. 
(3.3a). This result follows from (2.3a) and the fact that /3 2 1 if and only if G is 
connected f1, 2 or 51. 
(3.3b, c). Again we apply the three cases of (2.3e). If G - p and G/p are both 
connected, then as above p(G) - /3(G - p) + /3(??$) 2 max(1, e - d) + 1. 
If G is a parallel connection, G = G1G2, then nl - d, = rl and n2 - 6, = rz where 
rl&~=~=n - d (2.1). By (2.2c), #3(GIG2) = p(GI)pf’C,). Thus by induction, 
#I( [max(l, rl+ l)][max(l, 72 + I)]. Under the condition chat tl + r2 is fixed the 
right hand product is clearly minimized when tl (or rl) equals 0 in which case: 
P(G)3 [maxjl, r2 + l)] = max(1, n - d 4 1). 
If C is a series connection, G =S(&G,), then IGj=IG,l+(Gtl-l, and 
d(G)= d&Q+d(G,)+ 1, For any matroid H, n(&=jWE-d(H)-- 1 --m(H) 
where m(H) is the number of points which must be deleted to make H the 
geometry fi But by (2&i), m (Gr ) s 1. Corn.bining these inequalities, we obrtain: 
n(G)~iGI-d(G)-l=(jG~f+!Gz~-l)-(d(G~)+d(Gz)+l)-l 
~(G&-d(G1)-1)+(~G2j-d(G,)-1)-1~n(~,)+&)+l. 
Thus n - d s (n(t%)- d(d,))+ (n(&)- d(t?:)) an d we proceled as in the parailel 
case above. (‘Note that (3.3) gives a “&theoretic” proof of the first part of (2.3b).) 
(3.4). Since (1 + y)$(G; 1-t y) = x w&y’, we get the formula: 
w, = ,$$ (‘; ‘) i9,* 
Thus, each Whitney number wi is a nonnegative integral combination of (*,)j~~-~ ll l
Since G E [(L,)“l has the minimum tsj for aIf j* among all geometries of dimension 
and aullity equal ta three if&. 3 3.3a), the bounds of (3.4a) follow. That no oiher 
geometries achieve these bounds foilsw!s from (2.3%). 
For (4 n) 2 (2,2), since the expansion for wi in terms of (r3,) does not involve 6jiio 
for i > 1, (,3.4b) follows from (3.2). Comparing the expansion for w1 with w. = p, we 
note that +i~, occurs with the same coefficient in each expansion, while the 
coefficient of $1 (i > 0) is at least as great in wl as wo. Thus, if we can show that 
c,_.tL,_l minimizes 1 p 1 for (& n) # (3,3), it will also minimize w1 and y, and (4.3b) 
will be proved. This result will be proved below in (4.2). 
Lerun~ 4.1. (a) Among al/geometries of nullidy n, f p f 3 n + 1 and 1 p f = II + 1 on.fu 
for the direct sum of a /ine with isthmuses. 
(b) Among alI connected geome;!ries of dimertsion d, i (r. f a d + 1 and.1 p I=: d + 1.. 
only fur a circuit. 
Prod. (4.la) is a result in 171; (4.lb) follows from lrhe recursion Ip( = 
jp(G-p)J+$(??$)J. d(mp)=d - 1, TXI that by induction fp(iifp)l~~d. 
Ip(G - p)la*l and Jp(G - p)l= 1 only when C -p is a boolean algebra. But if G 
is connected and G - I, is 3 Boolean algebra, G is a circuit. 
Proposition 4.2. If G is a connected geometry wit/t (d(G), n(G)) a (2,2), 
(d(G), n(G)) f (3,3), then ; p(G)1 2 1 p(C’ik-~L~.-~)l= nd. 
Proof. By our recursion, Ip( = lp(G -p)i+ ]g(m&. If G -p and Glp are 
both connected, we have,. by induction, that 1 p (G - p)i Z= (n - 1)d unless 
G-pE[(L,)‘] in which ca.se IF(G--p)j=(n-l)d--E; and Ip(~p)l*d+l 
unless C/j is the circuit C d-Jr in which case: 1 p (G/p)1 = d. Thus JL (G) 2 nd unless 
G - p E [(L,)-‘] a-r.d Glp= CL Assume (3 - p E [(LJ’]. Then G - p has two 
intersecting three-point lines; a3c --- tind ade. One can easily verify that if, in addition, 
G/p = C, (a geometry with no three-point lines), then p = a (a patent eontradic- 
t ion). 1 
Series case: First, assume G - p is separable with greater than two components. 
Then as in the proof of (3.2) above, -ti?p has nullity n SO that l p @&)I 3 n(d - I) 
unles; GipE [(LJ”] in which case Ip(Glp)l= n(d - l)- L The nulhty of G -p is 
dg - 1 so that lc((G - p)f 2 n by (4.la) unless G - 4 is the direct sum of a line and 
Ljthmuses. Thus f p (G) 1 3 nd unless TpE [(L$] and G - p = L1@ I&, the direct 
sum of a four-point line and a three-point boolean algebra. In this tatter case, G has 
a four-point line abed which must appex irr mp. But no rG in f(L$] containssuch 
a line. 
If G - p has the two connected components GI and Ga, then G is a series 
connection, and d (??$) = d - I. Further, as in the proof of (U), &?$)P n - f. 
and !~(Glp)f 2 (n - 1)(d - 1) UnfeHJ d =..n = 4 and- 8&E [(E;j’]. Tn this latter 
case, G is a series-parallel network since G - p is spar&& a& mp is a 
series-paraflel network ([I], or use p(G) = 1). TZW, bv (2.3a), 6 E [&)“] md . 
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p(G)-2*= nd. Thus we must show that l&G - p)I = I&3,eGz)( = 
fp(Gr)p(Gz): 2 d + n - I. 
Let n(G,) z n,, d(Gi)= d, (n, + nt = n - 1, dl + d2 = d - 1) with KI, s nr. We 
must show that I~(G-~)I=IcL(G,$G~)~=I~(GI)~(G~)~~~~+~,+ n2+ &t. 1. 
h%ime nJ = 0 'T'hen dt = 0 md f p (G - p)I = I p (Gz)la nzdz (unless nz = dz = 3) in 
which CBS~ /~W2))W3=)It+d2-+1), If nz&<nz+dz+l-, then dr=l, n2= 1, or 
n2 = dz = 2. It! na = 1, G2 s Ck, and a direct calculation shows that i11 this case, 
I~(G)j=j~(G~~)l+l~(G=p)l=d+d’~2d = nd+ If d2= I., then Gzr &and, 
as in the previotrs case, f p(G)/ a 2 n = dn. If nz + dz = 2, n = d = 3 mu3 this is the 
case handled ir, (3.4a). 
Assume E;L~ = 1.Ifd~=l,then~~(G-p)~=(d~+l)(nz+l)by(3.l)or(4.l~.This 
is greater than or equal to n2 + d2 + 3 unless n2 = dz = 1 in which case n = d = 3. if 
n2 = 1, a similar argument compares (d, + 1)(d2 + 1) with d, + d, + 3. If n2 > 1, and 
d~l, then Ip(G-p)l=(dI+l)p(G2)~(dl+l)nzd2>n2+dl+d2+2 (the ex- 
ceptional case nz = d, = 3 also gives a strict inequality). 
If either n, or dl equals one, we may mimic the argument given in the preceding 
paragraph, and if nt, nz, d!, and t12 are all greater than or equal to two, the 
inequality is obvious. 
Parallel case. We now assume G = GjG2, nl = n(G,)& n2 = n(G2$, and C& = 
d(Gi); so that nt t n2 = n, d, + dz = d, and p(G)= p.(GI)p(G2) Let u = 
(d Ir nl; d2, nZ). We must show for all positive integer vectors v, I p(GI)p(G2)l 2 
(d, f d2)(nl + nt) (except for d = n = 3). These inequalities for all plossible v’s 
foilow: 
u= (1,l; Q, 1) or (1, I; 1, a): 2(a + 1)2 (a + 1)~ 2 (where rs1 2 1). 
t, = (1-l; 2,2): This is the c\uceptional n = d == 3 where 8 C 9. 
u =(1,1;2,3) or (1,1;3,2): .2=6~34 
u=(l,a;3,3)or(a,1;3,3)1:(a+l)+a(a+3)-4 for a 21. 
u = (1,l; a, b): 2ab > (a + B)(b + I) for (a, bj a (3,3). 
u = (1, a; b, c) or (a, 1; c, b): (a + 1)bc 3 (b i l)(a + c) 
for (4 b, c) 3 (2,2,2). 
t, = (3,3;3,3): M*36. 
u = (a, b; 3,3): 8ab 3 (3 + (r)(3 + b) for (a, b) > (2,2). 
o = (a, b; c, d): (ac)(bd)- ( =r 4 + c)(b + d) for (a, b, c, d) 3 (2,2,2,2). 
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